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dangerous journey to your
goal. not only will you
unlock an exciting new

world of freedom, you also
will explore a wonderful

magical, intense and wide
time. while teenagers are
rarely understanding of
what is going on in the

adult world, it turns out that
they have a pretty good
sense of what they want.

professor of marketing john
shulman explains that when

teenagers are asked how
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they define themselves,
many answers include the
word "cool." shulman said
that, while teenagers may
be looking to identify with

the same things that adults
do, they have different
reasons for doing so.

"young people are living in
a time of rapid social

change and the traditional
markers of adulthood are
shifting in their favor," he

said. "but when you look at
what young people say
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they want, they want to be
cool and that's a really

powerful reason." "adults
think the opposite and

they're the ones who get
the credit, but for young
people to be cool in their

peer group is very
important." to learn more
about teenagers and their

definition of cool, watch the
video above. contact

angela dewan at
adewan@themarysue.com

or follow her on
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twitter.actionparsnip>
leppybob: don't run things

from the internet if you
don't trust it actionparsnip:
yeah. that was my actual
question actionparsnip: i
got the idea not to do so,
but do you think it'd be as

bad to use pwgen.py to
generate passwords?
leppybob: could try it

another question. and i
already figured this one out

myself, with a vague
answer from google: how
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can you determine the
maximum password length
you can generate without
the password length being
too large to be considered
secure? i'm guessing the
number is somewhere in

the thousands leppybob: i'd
say millions leppybob:

maybe as high as billions i
thought of something, a

more practical question in
my install, after i boot into

recovery mode, i don't have
a password. is there any
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way to do something like
this: type and hold in a

password, and after i type
it, hit enter and it unlocks

the login? or, is that
someone's business and

not really a support
question !password |

leppybob leppybob: forgot
your password? see https://
help.ubuntu.com/communit
y/lostpassword what's the
root password? see!sudo.
don't see *** in password
prompts? that's normal.
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